Pachnes Peak (hiking)
Please read carefully the procedures, Terms and Conditions before making your booking.

How often do you get the chance to find yourselves in the most southern peak of Europe,
overlooking the Libyan Sea and other 52 peaks higher than 2000m around you?
Join us and enjoy unique, adventurous experience that only a few people can have. The terrain is
friendly for hiking to the top. We have a long way ahead of us, so is better wake up early!
Sfakia: “Askifou – Imbros - Chora Sfakion – Anopoli”, are some of the villages that we will pass through,
to get to the starting hiking point!
Starting hiking point: We have reached 1950m, altitude. It’s a wild breath taking landscape.
Pachnes Peak: This is our destination: Admire Pachnes peak: The highest peak on “Lefka Ori”
mountain, which is near the southern edge of a complex range of peaks (52 of them are higher than
2000m) in a geologically unique point on earth. Temperature is always low, wind is strong, nature is
charming, emotions are unique. You have the privilege to leave your footprint in one of the most
inaccessible mountain peaks of “Lefka Ori”.
Anopoli: Time for lunch! The Cretan traditional cuisine will reward you!
Chora Sfakion: A dive in the crystal clear turquoise waters is enjoyable (depending on weather
conditions)
Imbros-Askifou-Vrises: Let’s have a rest in one of these traditional villages. After all our tour was long
and memorable!
Distance : 230 km
Altitude: 2454 m
Difficulty: 2/5

Duration: 13-14 hours Hiking Duration: 5 hours
Price : ages 12+ : 150 euro

[The prices are for group participation min 4 persons]

Schedule: All year (On Request)
Pick up times: upon request
Price includes: Hotel “door to door” pick up and drop off, liability insurance and local taxes, tour in 7
seat Mitsubishi Pajero, English speaking guide – driver, English speaking trekking guide, lunch with
traditional food and wine.
Items to bring: bottle of water, back bag, sunglasses, hat, sun cream, a jacket (depending on the
weather conditions). Hiking shoes recommended.
Remember to inform us if you or another member of your group is vegetarian or if there is a food allergy. If you do, we may
arrange a different menu for them.
This adventure is not recommended for people, with mobility problems, suffering from car sickness, don’t like being in bumpy
roads and for persons with fear of heights.

